Dear Sir or Madam,

A quick breakfast, a tasty snack or a healthy meal. People eat and drink every day. To support growth, to enable them to do their job or simply to enjoy. Food is life and as a food professional you provide people with the best products you can. Salt is an essential ingredient in food. Selecting the right food salt solution is of great importance. We from Suprasel® provide you the food salt solution that best fits your needs in only three simple steps. As we offer many different and highly specialized food salt solutions, you might find something new!

Ask us anything about food salt

Selecting the right food salt solution is only one of the many issues you have to deal with. At Suprasel®, food salt has been our core business since 1938. Along the way, we have acquired a large amount of knowledge on food salt solutions. We are always ready to share this with you. Do you have specific questions on food salt solutions? Maybe some of which you think no one can answer? Our experts can’t wait!

Custom-made for you

We focus on our customers’ needs. Consequently, we provide salt solutions (regular, iodine, nitrile, nitrate, etc.) that best fits your most specific needs. All salt solutions (different grain sizes and additions) will be brought to you in the packaging of your choice. And that’s not all. Would you like to know how you can further optimize your production process when it comes to salt? We are happy to support you.

Only the best is good enough

Suprasel® brings you the purest and highest quality food salt there is: vacuum salt. If you are looking for the best flavor and texture enhancer with the best preservation characteristics and the best carrier of additives, then you are looking for our product line Suprasel® Classic:

- especially made for food and suitable for all food applications
- a wide variety of grain sizes: from microfine (<70 microns) to coarse (>1000 microns)
- in various packaging, from bulk to very small

Do you want to know more about Suprasel® Classic or our other specific food salt solutions? Meet us at Food Ingredients Europe (stand D8.0L45) on 28 - 30 November 2017 in Frankfurt or visit our website.